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Gia Levé releases her second original song that speaks to all women, and likely men, as well.


“Never Lonely” is a song of self-acceptance a celebration swelling from feeling less-than to 
expanding into a full expression of who we can be.  


“It was a shock to me to discover that 100% of the women who sat in a closing women’s circle 
of a 6 week workshop suffered from low self-esteem and negative self-talk.


I extrapolated and considered to overlay that percentage on at least the female population (and 
that it wasn’t exclusively a gender issue) that we all need some healing. I felt moved to give this 
topic my musical voice.  


“Never Lonely” is my personalized voice to the ache of many.  The chorus exclaims “Now I got 
love!” and “L’amour de soi” (self-love) words that resonate and feel great when sung.  I 
intended the words to feel positive, a repatterining occurring each time it’s sung.


Co-written with the Brothers Koren, a duo who has shared the stage with Pink, Rod Stewart 
and Coldplay and 4-time Grammy award winning producer, Bruce Lowe, who punched up the 
production values with hard-to-resist ryhthmic movement.  A long-time advocate of the healing 
value of music evidenced through his foundation, Music Has Healing Power, Bruce applies 
scientifically corroborated research in the construct of his musical productions.  


“It was the perfect alchemy to work with such wonderful collaborants in producing a song with 
soul, positive messaging, movement and some science!”


My sincere wish is to bring music to the world that is authentic, touches peoples hearts in a 
positive way and maybe even sparks a recognition and opportunity to change.


“Never Lonely” was selected and aired pre-release on 10/25/20 as part of Music with a 
Conscience series, for  #1 Award Winning Podcast ,“Women of Substance” followed by 10,000 
monthly listeners and promoted to 60,000 social media followers.
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